Singular vectors of a linear imaging system as efficient channels for the bayesian ideal observer.
The Bayesian ideal observer provides an absolute upper bound for diagnostic performance of an imaging system and hence should be used for the assessment of image quality whenever possible. However, computation of ideal-observer performance in clinical tasks is difficult since the probability density functions of the data required for this observer are often unknown in tasks involving realistic, complex backgrounds. Moreover, the high dimensionality of the integrals that need to be calculated for the observer makes the computation more difficult. The ideal observer constrained to a set of channels, which we call a channelized-ideal observer (CIO), can reduce the dimensionality of the problem. These channels are called efficient if the CIO can approximate ideal-observer performance. In this paper, we propose a method to choose efficient channels for the ideal observer based on a singular value decomposition of a linear imaging system. As a demonstration, we test our method on detection tasks using non-Gaussian lumpy backgrounds and signals of Gaussian and elliptical profiles. Our simulation results show that singular vectors associated with either the background or the signal are highly efficient for the ideal observer for detecting both types of signals. In addition, this CIO outperforms a channelized-Hotelling observer with the same channels.